
Michael White, who, alongside David Epston, took the initial steps in developing

narrative practice, passed away 15 years ago. While we can still draw inspiration

from the work they did, it is also an opportune time to examine how narrative

practice can continue to be in constant evolution – and in what directions we can

move it.

In this work, Travis Heath is a signi�cant inspiration because he employs a

narrative approach with a focus on how we can rethink narrative practice in

relation to the individuals we work with and the time we operate in. How can we

modify our therapy to precisely the people and culture within which we work?

The day with Travis is for everyone who appreciates narrative practice but is also

interested in �nding inspiration on how we can take it in new directions.

Workshop with the
American Professor
Travis Heath: Re-
imagining Narrative
Therapy

Varighed

1 dag

Pris

3.500,- kr.

Narrative therapy forms the practical

and theoretical foundation for much of

our work at DISPUK. It has been a

source of inspiration and a basis for

developing practices in therapy, as well

as in �elds such as education,

leadership, and consultative work

Side 1

https://www.dispuk.dk/


Travis Heath is an associate professor at the University of San Diego. His interests

include looking at shifting from a multicultural approach to councelling to one of

cultural democarcy, that invites people to heal in mediums that are culturally

near. His has written the book “Reimagining Narrative Therapy Through Practive

Stories and Autoethnography” with Tom Stone Carlsen and David Epston. The

book is sold at DISPUKs Webshop and made a Ted Talk about Self care to

Communities of Care.

Side 2

https://education.sdsu.edu/directory/travis-heath
https://dispukswebshop.dk/boeger-21/reimagining-narrative-therapy-through-practice-stories-and-autoethnography-p183
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=be0WvqBFK3I
https://www.dispuk.dk/


Datoer for aktuelle forløb.

Kursusnr.

24-830

Tilmeldingsfrist

15. maj 2024

Kursusadresse

DISPUK 1 Snekkersten

Stationsvej 13 3070

Snekkersten

Planlagt undervisning

19. jun 2024

Kl. 9.00-16.00

Dage for

studiegrupper

Side 3

https://www.dispuk.dk/

